
Guests Cat Sitting and Furniture: What
Humans Need to Know
Are you a proud cat owner who often has guests staying over? Do you worry
about how your feline friend behaves when someone new is in the house? This
article will provide you with valuable insights about guests cat sitting and how to
protect your furniture from any unforeseen accidents.

Understanding Guests Cat Sitting

Cats are known for their independent nature, but they still require a significant
amount of care and attention. When guests are staying at your place, whether
they are friends or family members, it is essential to ensure that your cat's needs
are met.

Guests cat sitting involves ensuring that your cat feels comfortable and safe in
the presence of unfamiliar people. This process requires a bit of preparation and
a clear understanding of your cat's behavior.
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Here are some key things that humans need to know about guests cat sitting:

1. Introduce Your Cat to the Guests

Before your guests arrive, it is advisable to introduce your cat to their scents.
Place a blanket or piece of clothing with your guests' scent near your cat's resting
area. This will help your cat become familiar with their presence even before they
physically meet.

When your guests arrive, allow your cat to approach them on their own terms.
Avoid forcing any interactions, as this can create stress for your cat.

2. Provide a Safe Zone

Cats appreciate having a safe space they can retreat to when they feel
overwhelmed. Create a designated area in your home with your cat's food, water,
litter box, toys, and bed. This safe zone should be away from the high traffic
areas where your guests will spend most of their time.

It is essential to communicate the importance of respecting your cat's safe zone
to your guests. Educate them about not disturbing your cat while it's in this area.

3. Maintain Routine and Familiarity

Cats thrive on a routine, and any disruption can cause stress. During the time
your guests are staying, try to maintain your cat's regular feeding and playtime
schedule. Familiarity will help your cat feel secure and reduce the chances of
undesirable behavior.

Protecting Your Furniture
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We all love our cats, but we don't love the damage they can cause to our
furniture. To prevent your beloved feline from using your furniture as a scratching
post or litter box during guests cat sitting, here are some effective strategies:

1. Provide Appropriate Scratching Surfaces

Cats have a natural instinct to scratch, which helps keep their claws healthy. To
prevent them from scratching your furniture, provide them with suitable
alternatives such as scratching posts or boards. Place these items close to your
furniture to redirect their attention.

Ensure the scratching surfaces are appealing to your cat by considering their
preferences. Some cats prefer vertical scratching posts, while others prefer
horizontal ones.

2. Cover and Protect Furniture

During guests cat sitting, it might be wise to cover your furniture with protective
covers or throws. This will act as a barrier between your cat and the furniture,
reducing the risk of damage from potential accidents. Make sure the covers are
comfortable and easily washable.

3. Regularly Trim Your Cat's Claws

Keeping your cat's claws trimmed can significantly minimize the damage they can
cause to your furniture. Invest in a high-quality pair of cat nail clippers and learn
how to trim your cat's claws safely. Alternatively, consider scheduling regular
visits to a professional groomer for this purpose.

4. Use Cat Deterrents

If your cat is persistent in scratching or marking your furniture, consider using cat
deterrents. These can come in the form of sprays, mats, or even double-sided



tape. These products have scents or textures that cats dislike, deterring them
from engaging with your furniture.

In

Guests cat sitting can be a challenging experience as you strive to ensure both
your guests and your cat are comfortable. By following the tips mentioned above,
you can create a harmonious environment where everyone can coexist
peacefully.

Remember, introducing your cat to guests, providing a safe zone, maintaining
routine, and protecting your furniture are all crucial factors in ensuring a
successful cat sitting experience. With proper preparation and attention, you can
maintain a stress-free environment for both your guests and your feline friend.
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The feline Tribe of Five provide essential etiquette tips regarding human visitors,
cat sitters and household furniture. Anita Aurit, author of the Muse Award winning
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blog FelineOpines.net, The World From A Feline Point of View, and Purrsonal
Assistant to the Feline Tribe of Five, brings more sage advice from these wise
felines. Anita and her furry family believe that every human can use a new
purrspective on the things of life. You can reach Anita and The Tribe of Five at
AAuritWrites@gmail.com
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